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INTRODUCTION
The San Antonio Airport System Sustainable Airport Manual (SAASSAM or “the Manual”) is a green building manual. It is the guiding
document for the San Antonio Airport System’s (SAAS) ongoing efforts to implement more environmentally sustainable buildings. The
purpose of this Manual is to integrate airport-specific sustainable design practices early in the design process with minimal impact to
schedule or budget.
Sustainable design practices can potentially reduce the environmental impact of the built environment, while at the same time creating
financial and operation benefits for the project and social benefits for the community at large. The optimization of these three aspects of
sustainability is commonly referred to as the “triple bottom line”.
The SAASSAM provides designers and contractors with the guidance needed to implement sustainable design practices to optimize
environmental, social, and economic performance of new construction and major renovations at SAAS. The SAASSAM has been drawn in
large part utilizing the Chicago Department of Aviation’s Sustainable Airport Manual (CDA SAM) as a model, as well as other industry best
practices for sustainable design, including:





U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Versions 4 and 4.1 Rating System
USGBC Performance in Energy and Electricity Renewal (PEER) Rating System
Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI) Envision Framework
Guiding Principles for High Performance and Sustainable Buildings

Utilization of the SAASSAM will produce high performance buildings for the SAAS. Third-party certification (e.g., LEED, Envision) is not
required by this manual; however, the contents of the SAASSAM support certification should it be desired by SAAS. Project teams are
encouraged to seek third-party certification where practical.
The SAASSAM is intended to communicate SAAS’s expectations for sustainable design and construction, including documentation of
compliance with requirements. It is not intended to supersede existing guidance; in all cases, design guidance and code requirements
promulgated by the State of Texas, Bexar County, the City of San Antonio or other appropriate agency should be met first and foremost,
with the manual providing supplemental green building guidance.

APPLICABILITY

This manual is applicable to all new construction and major renovation of occupied and unoccupied buildings greater than 1,000 square
feet (SF). These applicable projects are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: SAASSAM Project Applicability
Type of Project

Description

New Construction – Occupied Building

Project consisting of facilities that once
complete will be occupied by employees and
passengers.

New Construction – Unoccupied Buildings

Major Renovations

Project consisting of facilities that do not have
regular occupants (without permanent staff).
Projects that include renovated areas of at
least 4,000 sq ft or with a construction cost
greater than $3M or include the replacement
of HVAC, electrical, plumbing, significant
envelope modifications, and/or major interior
renovations.

Examples
Terminals, Concourses, Guard Posts,
Air Rescue and Firefighting
Facilities, Cargo Facilities, Air Traffic
Control Towers
Pump Stations, Lighting Vaults, and
Fuel Stations
Terminal Gut-Rehab, Office Building
Upgrades, Bathroom Remodels

Compliance with the criteria in this manual is mandatory for all projects that meet the applicability criteria in Table 1.
While sustainability measures are also applicable to operations and planning, this manual prioritizes the design and construction process
with the anticipation that design and construction accomplishments will ultimately lead to a more sustainable and resilient airport.
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Additionally, sustainable design elements can and should be implemented in infrastructure projects (e.g., runways, taxiways, parking
facilities, etc.); however, this manual is focused on new construction and major renovation of buildings only. Future iterations of this
manual may encompass planning and operations as well as infrastructure projects.

UNOCCUPIED BUILDING EXEMPTIONS

Some criteria in the Manual relating to occupant health, well-being and safety may not be applicable or achievable for unoccupied
buildings. Project teams may exclude these criteria from their project submittals. Table 2 provides a summary of criteria that may be
excluded from unoccupied building submittals.

Table 2: Unoccupied Buildings SAASSAM Criteria Exemptions
Category

Criteria Exempt from Unoccupied Buildings
Indoor Air Quality Performance
Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control
Daylighting
Storage and Collection Recyclables
Thermal Comfort
Noise and Acoustical Quality
Exterior Views
Occupant Well-Being Amenities

Air and Emissions
Energy and Water Management
Materials Management
Health, Safety, and Security

LIFE CYCLE COST EFFECTIVENESS EXEMPTIONS

This Sustainable Airport Manual aims to optimize the environmental, social and economic performance of newly constructed buildings and
major building renovations within the San Antonio Airport System. To that end, project teams are not required to implement criterion that
are not demonstrably cost-effective over the project life cycle. Project teams are encouraged to apply Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) to
criterion where life cycle cost effectiveness (LCCE) is in doubt. Table 3 provides a summary of criteria that may be excluded from project
requirements if shown to be not LCCE.

Table 3: Life Cycle Cost Effectiveness Exemptions
Category

Exempt Criteria for LCCE
EWM-1: Improved Energy Performance
EWM-3: Daylighting
EWM-4: Alternative and Renewable Energy
EWM-8: Water Use Reduction

Energy and Water Management

 The LCCA must be prepared in accordance with 10 CFR Part 436, Subpart A and NIST Handbook 135 Life-Cycle Costing Manual
for the Federal Energy Management Program, or an equivalent methodology.
 The LCCA must be prepared using the Building Life-Cycle Costing (BLCC) program, available from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, or equivalent software.
 If not otherwise supplied by SAAS, the implied long term inflation rate and discount rates identified in the Annual supplement to
NIST Handbook 135 must be used.
 Any building-level LCCA must be calculated using a 40-year expectant life. Individual components or systems life expectancies
must be reflected by inclusion of appropriate replacement and salvage values in the appropriate year of this analysis.
 Submit a narrative with the design documents that lists the sustainability feature(s) considered for the design; the results of the
LCCA, including whether the feature(s) is LCCE; supporting LCCA calculations and assumptions; and how sustainable features
were incorporated into the design to the maximum extent feasible.
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OTHER EXEMPTIONS

Projects where the use of specific criteria are not feasible due to conflicts with airport operations may be exempt from meeting the
associated requirements. Design teams must submit justification to the SAAS Environmental Stewardship Team identifying the conflict, its
effect on sustainable design, and how sustainable features will be incorporated to the maximum extent feasible. The SAAS Environmental
Stewardship Team will evaluate the justification on a per criteria basis and issue a final determination.

HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT

The SAASSAM provides streamlined, user-friendly design and construction standards that promote transparency and accountability while
minimizing administrative costs to SAAS. The requirements in the manual establish technical standards for new construction and
renovation of building projects in the following categories:






Integrated Design
Air and Emissions
Energy and Water Management
Health, Safety, and Security
Materials Management

Within each category, there are several technical standards, called “Design Criteria”. These design criteria provide direction and guidelines
for incorporating sustainable elements into a project and clearly lays out requirements for designers and contractors. Each sustainable
design criterion has seven subcategories: Purpose, Benefits, Phase, Responsible Discipline, Performance Targets, Documentation,
Exemptions and Sustainable Design Strategies, as described below:
 Responsible Discipline: This subcategory identifies a discipline on the design team for which each criterion most commonly
pertains to. Each criterion will identify a primary discipline and secondary discipline, if applicable, who may be responsible for
demonstrating the requirements of each criterion. These identified disciplines are not intended to silo the design process; it is
intended to provide disciplines with clear expectations from the start of the design process.
 Purpose: This subcategory establishes the primary motivation for each sustainable practice.
 Phase: This subcategory identifies the phase for incorporation and submittal of the criteria. Each criterion is assigned a “D”
corresponding to the design phase or a “C” corresponding to the construction phase. If a criterion applies to both design and
construction, it will be notated with a “D, C”.
 Benefits: This subcategory provides a description of the benefits associated with implementation of the design criteria.
 Performance Target(s): This subcategory sets the minimum goal that must be achieved for each design criteria.
 Documentation: This subcategory describes documentation and/or information required to demonstrate that the criterion and
associated performance target(s) have been met. This documentation may include calculations, data, short narratives, policies,
documents or references to specification sections or design drawings indicating how the requirements are being met.
 Exemptions: This subcategory describes situations where the criteria may not be applicable and therefore exempt from the
requirements in the manual. Only criteria that have the option for exemption will have this subcategory.
 Sustainable Design Strategies: This subcategory provides design ideas for and examples of candidate design measures. These
strategies are not exhaustive. Project design teams are encouraged to identify, evaluate and document strategies beyond those
identified for each criterion.
While not all sustainable design criteria will be applicable to every project category, design and construction teams are encouraged to
think creatively and consider the intent of each throughout the project.

PROCESS

The SAASSAM and its supporting documentation are administered by SAAS. SAAS staff will be responsible for reviewing submittals with
respect to sustainability and will provide technical support to each project in relation appropriate to the sustainable design strategies. As
part of the standard design review process, the SAASSAM and supporting documentation will be reviewed at each milestone (typically
30%, 60%, and 100% design submittals) against the goals set forth in the Manual. Review comments on the checklist are submitted along
with design-related review comments. Figure 1 provides the anticipated SAASSAM review process.
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Figure 1: Anticipated SAASSAM Review Process
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ALIGNMENT TO CITY ACTIONS

The SAASSAM is intended to serve as an airport-specific guiding document for the improving the sustainable performance of buildings at
the SAAS. In a Carbon Policy statement, dated August 31st, 2021, the SAAS stated the following:
The Aviation Department will work to ensure new construction meets rigorous energy efficiency standards, including the
use of energy efficient construction equipment by developing a Sustainable Airport Manual (SAASSAM). The SAASSAM will
serve as a key tool to reduce resource consumption during the planning, development, and construction of airport facilities
in line with the City’s sustainability and climate resiliency goals.
Where applicable, the criteria in the SAASSAM draw upon applicable guidance from relevant City of San Antonio sustainability, resilience
and design standards. Guidance from the following documents were provided:





San Antonio Tomorrow Sustainability Plan
COSA Facility Design Guidelines & Standards for City Building and Parks
San Antonio Climate Ready
Draft Administrative Directive on Municipal Energy Policy

Design teams are encouraged to review these COSA guiding documents.
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QUICK REFER ENCE

Criteria
Integrated Design
ID-1: INTEGRATED DESIGN
ID-2: GREEN MEETINGS
Air and Emissions
AE-1: INDOOR AIR QUALITY PERFORMANCE
AE-2: ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE CONTROL
AE-3: CONSTRUCTION INDOOR AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
AE-4: OZONE DEPLETING CHEMICALS AND REFRIGERANT MANAGEMENT
AE-5: CLEAN FUEL AND LOW EMISSION CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES
AE-6: GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Energy and Water Management
EWM-1: IMPROVED ENERGY PERFORMANCE
EWM-2: MINIMIZE SOLAR HEAT GAIN
EWM-3: DAYLIGHTING
EWM-4: ALTERNATIVE AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
EWM-5: ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
EWM-6: METERING AND VERIFICATION
EWM-7: SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING
EWM-8: WATER USE REDUCTION
EWM-9: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Materials Management
MM-1: SOURCING OF RAW MATERIALS AND FURNITURE
MM-2: LOW-EMITTING MATERIALS
MM-3: STORAGE AND COLLECTION OF RECYCLABLES
MM-4: CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT
Health, Safety and Security
HSS-1: THERMAL COMFORT
HSS-2: NOISE AND ACOUSTICAL QUALITY
HSS-3: LIGHT POLLUTION REDUCTION
HSS-4: EXTERIOR VIEWS
HSS-5: OCCUPANT WELLBEING AMENITIES
HSS-6: DESIGN FOR ENHANCED RESILIENCE

Phase

Applicability

Responsible Discipline

Supporting Discipline

Design & Construction
Design & Construction

All
All

Planning and Development
Planning and Development

-

Design
Design
Construction
Design
Construction
Design

Occupied Buildings Only
Occupied Buildings Only
All
All
All
All

Mechanical
Architectural
Construction Contractor
Mechanical
Construction Contractor
Architectural

Mechanical
Architectural
Mechanical

Design
All
Design
All
Design
Occupied Buildings Only
Design
All
Design
All
Design
All
Design & Construction
All
Design & Construction
All
Design & Construction
All

Mechanical
Architectural
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Mechanical
Commissioning Authority
Mechanical
Civil

Electrical
Landscape Architectural
Architectural
Electrical
-

Design & Construction
All
Design & Construction
All
Design
Occupied Buildings Only
Construction
All

Architectural
Architectural
Architectural
Construction Contractor

Interior Design
Interior Design
-

Mechanical
Mechanical
Electrical
Architectural
Architectural
Architectural

Architectural
Mechanical
Mechanical, Electrical

Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design

Occupied Buildings Only
Occupied Buildings Only
All
Occupied Buildings Only
Occupied Buildings Only
Occupied Buildings Only
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ID-1: INTEGRATED DESIGN
Responsible Discipline
Planning and Development

Purpose
Enhance project design by planning for
and identifying sustainable elements
across multiple disciplines and
stakeholders.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Sustainability commitments are established early in project.
 All members of the project team are aware of sustainability commitments.
 Sustainability performance is enhanced for each project.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 During PDD Development:
o Form an Integrated Design Team that includes the Planning and Development, Environmental Stewardship, Facilities
Maintenance departments of SAAS, as well as design and construction professionals and a sustainability expert.
o Incorporate a design charette into the project Kick Off Meeting with the Integrated Design Team to review SAASSAM
criteria and establish sustainability goals for the project with the intent of optimizing the performance of sustainable
project elements.
o Develop project-specific sustainability goals that are aligned with SAAS and/or City of San Antonio sustainability goals.
 Review sustainability elements of the project at each major milestone of the project design, including 30%, 60%, 90%, as well as
during bidding, construction administration and project close out.
 Thoroughly document meeting minutes for meetings where sustainability or the SAASSAM is discussed. Keep detailed records of
decisions made regarding sustainability.

DOCUMENTATION

 Develop a descriptive narrative of project team members and roles, the project-specific sustainability goals.
 Prepare meeting minutes for the Kickoff Meeting and subsequent meetings related to SAASSAM criteria.
 Complete versions of the SAASSAM checklist at the project Kick Off Meeting, at each of the 30%, 60% and 90% design submittals
(or equivalent), and at construction close out.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

Develop project sustainability goals that are quantifiable and/or verifiable.
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ID-2: GREEN MEETINGS
Responsible Discipline
Planning and Development

Purpose
Guide meeting hosts, planners, and
attendees toward more sustainable
meetings.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Conserve resources and reduce environmental impact of meetings.
 Support SAAS’s commitment to environmental stewardship.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Follow green meeting practices outlined in Section VI. Sustainable Design Strategies below.

DOCUMENTATION

At the Kickoff Meeting submit a plan for green meetings that will be followed for the duration of the project, including relevant Sustainable
Design Strategies outlined below

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Meeting Planning
o Reduce the number of copies produced by:
 Sharing meeting materials
 Digitizing materials and distributing presentations via email prior to meetings
 Placing materials on the wall (one large print or presented with projector equipment)
o If handouts are needed at the meeting, produce handouts locally and utilize both sides of paper. Use high postconsumer recycled content paper.
o For exhibits and presentation materials:
 Reuse display boards and utilize front and back sides
 Use low-emitting materials for exhibit displays
 Recycle cardboard and other packaging materials
 For participants not located in the building:
o Provide an option for attendees to participate via phone or video conference.
 If travel cannot be avoided:
o Encourage carpool or car share
o Provide attendees with mass transit options including directions for use.
o If overnight stays are necessary, suggest hotels nearest to the meeting venue. Consider moving the meeting to a hotel if
multiple participants are staying at the same hotel.
o If flights are necessary, encourage participation in a carbon offsetting program such as the Good Traveler Program.
 For meetings that require catering services:
o Serve drinks from pitchers, utilize reusable utensils and dishes, and request local produce to cut down on waste.
o Utilize condiments from bulk dispensers.
o Plan for the pick-up and compost or donation of leftover food to reduce waste.
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AE-1: INDOOR AIR QUALITY PERFORMANCE
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Enhance indoor air quality in buildings and
minimize occupant exposure to potentially
hazardous particulates and chemical
pollutants.

Phase

D

BENEFITS





Enhance the health and comfort of the Airport community.
Avoid over-ventilation of occupied spaces and associated energy use.
Filter air to remove allergens, pathogens, and other irritants.
Avoid unnecessary exposure to airborne chemicals and particles.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Meet the minimum requirements of Sections 4 through 7 of ASHRAE 62.1-2016, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality (or
most current version). Design mechanical ventilation systems using the Ventilation Rate Procedure or the applicable local code,
whichever is more stringent. Naturally ventilated buildings should comply with ASHRAE 62.1-2016, paragraph 5.1 (or most
current version).
 All building entrances must have permanent entryway systems (e.g., grills, grates or carpet) at least 10 feet long in the primary
direction of travel.
 For 100% of spaces where hazardous gases or chemicals may be present or used (including garages and copying/printing
rooms):
o Provide exhaust systems sufficient to create negative pressure with respect to adjacent spaces with the doors to the
room closed. The exhaust rate should be at least 0.50 cfm/sq.ft., with no air recirculation
o Provide self-closing doors and deck to deck partitions or a hard lid ceiling.
 Each ventilation system that supplies outdoor air to occupied spaces must have particle filters or air-cleaning devices that meet
minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) of 13 or higher, in accordance with ASHRAE Standard 52.2-2007.

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide HVAC specifications and calculations showing HVAC systems meet performance targets.
 Provide annotated design drawings showing the locations of entryway systems, exhaust systems, and containment drains.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Design HVAC systems to meet ventilation requirements of the standards referenced
 Right-size HVAC systems to avoid wasted energy
 Specify permanent outdoor air monitors for air handling units (AHUs) and integrate them into building automation system (BAS)
controls
 Locate air intakes in secure areas for protection from potential attacks.
 Provide operable windows, where appropriate.
 Design airside buildings to be positively pressurized at all times to prevent jet exhaust and other fumes from the airfield from
entering the buildings.
 Identify potential IAQ conflicts on the site and locate air intakes away from air contaminant source, which might include loading
areas, exhaust fans, and cooling towers.
 Evaluate carbon or electrostatic filters for use in passenger terminal buildings and other occupied spaces.
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 Evaluate the potential use of technologies and system settings that can reduce transmission of COVID-19 and other viral
pathogens, such as HEPA filtration, ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI) and increased ventilation rates and outdoor air intake
 Specify permanent entryway systems (e.g., grills, grates or carpet) at least 10 feet long in the primary direction of travel to
capture dirt and particulates from entering the building at all high-volume entryways.
 Where chemical use occurs (e.g., housekeeping areas, garages, shops, and copying/printing rooms), design segregated areas
with deck-to-deck partitions, self-closing doors, or hard ceiling, and maintain separate outside exhaust at a rate of at least 0.50
cubic feet per minute per square foot, with no air re-circulation and a negative pressure maintained.
 Provide containment drains plumbed for appropriate disposal of liquid waste in spaces where water/liquid and chemical
concentrate mixing occurs.
 Design central locations in terminal and office buildings for storage of concentrated cleaning chemicals and other pollutant
sources. Locate these areas away from high volume occupant and tenant work areas.
 Design HVAC systems with carbon dioxide monitoring sensors in all densely occupied spaces and integrate these sensors with
the building automation system (BAS). CO2 monitors should be installed at a height of between 3 and 6 feet above the floor. CO2
monitors should have an audible or visual indicator or alert the building automation system if the sensed CO2 concentration
exceeds setpoints by more than 10%. Calculate appropriate CO2 setpoints using methods in ASHRAE 62.1–2010, Appendix C.
 Carbon dioxide sensors and BAS operation should be tested during building commissioning process prior to occupancy.
 Design to incorporate Demand Control Ventilation strategies, where possible, to vary the amount of ventilation air based on
carbon dioxide levels in the spaces being served by the Air Handling Units (AHUs).
 Establish minimum ventilation rates for airside buildings so buildings are positively pressurized at all times to prevent fumes from
entering buildings from airfield.
 Provide real-time control of terminal unit (VAV box) flow rates and total outdoor air flow rates based on carbon dioxide levels.
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AE-2: ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE CONTROL
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Prevent exposure of building occupants
and users to environmental tobacco smoke
(ETS).

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Protect the health of SAAS employees and the travelling public.
 Avoid energy consumption associated with exhaust and ventilation of indoor smoking lounges.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Prepare an environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) control plan as part of design. The plan must:
o Prohibit smoking inside 100% of indoor spaces
o Locate outdoor smoking areas at least 25 feet from all building entries, outdoor air intakes and operable windows
o Provide for signage indicating the no smoking policy to be posted within 10 feet of all building entrances

DOCUMENTATION

 Submit an ETS Control Plan.
 Provide design drawings showing locations of outdoor smoking areas and signage.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Prevent exposure of building occupants and systems to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) by banning indoor smoking areas.
 Provide sheltered and naturally ventilated exterior smoking areas for employees and travelers. Exterior smoking areas must be
located 25 feet away from all building entries, outdoor air intakes and operable windows, unless this requirement is superseded
by local codes.
 Post appropriate signage that clearly communicates smoking area location(s).
 Post signage indicating no smoking areas within 10 feet of all building entrances
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AE-3: CONSTRUCTION INDOOR AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Responsible Discipline
Construction Contractor

Purpose
Reduce indoor air quality (IAQ) problems
resulting from construction or renovation
activities to promote the health, comfort,
and well-being of construction workers and
building occupants.

Phase

C

BENEFITS

 Enhance the health and comfort of the SAAS community.
 Improve indoor air quality (by reducing airborne contaminants) for workers during construction and for employees, passengers,
and tenants during occupancy.
 Protect and extend the lifetime of the ventilation system.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Develop and implement a Construction IAQ Management Plan. The Plan must include, at a minimum:
 Specify activities to limit VOCs, dust and other IAQ impacts during construction, as well as building flush-out, IAQ testing and/or
other strategies to ensure optimal IAQ prior to occupancy.
 Include provisions to prevent indoor smoking during construction.

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide Construction IAQ Management Plan.
 Provide results of any IAQ testing performed prior to occupancy.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Specify the recommended control measures found in the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning National Contractors Association
(SMACNA) IAQ Guideline for Occupied Buildings under Construction, 2nd Edition 2007, Chapter 3. The SMACNA guidelines
recommend control measures s including HVAC protection, source control, pathway interruption, housekeeping, and scheduling.
Examples of control measures include:
o Specify the protection of stored on-site and installed absorptive materials from moisture damage.
o Specify the partitioning of construction areas from occupied non-construction portions of a building to prevent the
circulation of airborne contaminants
o Specify the sequencing of installation of materials to avoid contamination of absorptive materials such as insulation,
carpeting, ceiling tile, and gypsum wallboard.
o Limit smoking during construction to outside of any buildings and at least 25 feet from building entrances.
o If possible, avoid using permanently installed air handlers for temporary heating/cooling during construction.
o Specify that if air handlers are used during construction, filtration media with a Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value
(MERV) of 8 must be installed at each return air grill, as determined by ASHRAE 52.2-1999.
o Specify replacement of all filtration media immediately prior to occupancy. Filtration media should have a Minimum
Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) of 13, as determined by ASHRAE 52.2-1999 for media installed at the end of
construction.
o If practical after construction is complete and prior to occupancy, specify conduct of a two-week building flush out with
100% outside air or complete IAQ testing to ensure proper IAQ
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AE-4: OZONE DEPLETING CHEMICALS AND REFRIGERANT
MANAGEMENT
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Reduce stratospheric ozone depletion and
greenhouse gas emissions.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Phase-out of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other refrigerants avoids depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer. The thinning of
this ozone layer is linked to many human health problems, such as skin cancer and to ecological effects, such as reduced crop
yields, and to damage to the marine food chain.
 Refrigerants released into the atmosphere contribute to climate change, having a disproportionately large effect compared with
other greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide. Careful consideration of the refrigerant requirements of energy and fire
protection systems can avoid these effects while improving performance and reducing operating costs.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Do not use chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) based refrigerants in new HVAC&R systems. When reusing existing HVAC&R equipment,
complete a comprehensive CFC phase-out conversion before project completion.
 Do not use high global warming potential (GWP) chemicals (i.e., GWP greater than 50) where EPAs Significant New Alternatives
Policy (SNAP) Program has identified acceptable substitutes or where other environmentally preferable products are available for
use in construction, repair or end-of-life replacements.

DOCUMENTATION

 Demonstrate that no refrigerants are used, or document use of refrigerants (naturally occurring or synthetic) that have an ozone
depletion potential (ODP) of zero and a global warming potential (GWP) of less than 50.
 For projects that use refrigerants with ODP > 0 or GWP > 50, demonstrate compliance with the following formula:

Where:









𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 × 105 ≤ 100

Lifecycle Ozone Depletion Potential (LCODP) = [ODPr × (Lr × Life + Mr) × Rc] / life
Life Cycle Global Warming Potential (LCGWP) = [GWPr × (Lr × Life + Mr) × Rc] / life
Ozone Depletion Potential of Refrigerant (ODPr) = value provided by manufacturer in pounds
Global Warming Potential of Refrigerant (GWPr) = value provided by manufacturer in pounds
Refrigerant Leakage Rate (Lr) = 2%
End-of-life Refrigerant Loss (Mr) = 10%
Refrigerant Charge (Rc) = value provided by manufacturer in pounds
Life = 10 years, unless otherwise demonstrated

EXEMPTIONS

Existing small HVAC&R units (defined as containing less than 0.5 pound of refrigerant) and other equipment, such as standard
refrigerators, small water coolers, and any other equipment that contains less than 0.5 pound of refrigerant, are exempt.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Use alternative refrigerants that minimize ozone depletion potential (ODP) and GWP compared to hydrofluorocarbons (HCFCs)
and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) include natural refrigerants such as carbon dioxide, ammonia, 2020 DC - 78 and propane. These
compounds have an ODP of zero and GWPs which are three orders of magnitude less than most HCFCs and HFCs
14
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Specify new base building HVAC equipment that uses no CFC or hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFC) refrigerants.
Specify HVAC equipment that uses refrigerants with low Global Warming Potential.
Prohibit the specification of insulation materials that use ozone-depleting chemicals.
Prohibit the specification of halons in fire suppression.
Prohibit the specification of ozone-depleting substances in adhesives, coatings, and inks.
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AE-5: CLEAN FUEL AND LOW EMISSION CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES
Responsible Discipline
Construction Contractor

Purpose
Minimize outdoor air quality impacts and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions
associated with construction.

Phase

C

BENEFITS





Improve air quality
Avoid greenhouse gas emissions
Enhance health and safety of construction workers
Reduce cost of transportation fuels

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Specify that the contractor must include strategies for minimizing emissions from construction equipment as part of the
Construction Management Plan.
 Specify that 50% of all off-road vehicles over 50 hp on the project site for more than 14 consecutive days should be EPA Tier 4
compliant or better.

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide Construction Management Plan showing strategies for minimizing emissions from construction equipment.
 Provide documentation showing 50% or more of all off-road vehicles over 50 hp on the project site for more than 14 consecutive
days during construction are EPA Tier 4 compliant or better.
 Specify the monthly reporting of fuel usage quantities by contractors during construction.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES







Require the use of fuel efficient and low-emitting construction and contractor vehicles during construction.
Specify the use of alternative fuels in heavy equipment such as biodiesel.
Specify the use of hybrid or fully electric project vehicles.
Specify the use of electric equipment vs. gas or diesel engines
Encourage employee commuting programs with incentives.
Reduce overall fuel consumption though improved planning and logistics, such as:
o Reduced number of deliveries
o Reduced idle times
o On-site soil reuse to decrease truck traffic
o Schedule acceleration without additional resource consumption
o On-site plants in lieu of trucking materials to the site (e.g., concrete, asphalt plants)
o Prefabrication of design elements
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AE-6: GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Reduce the greenhouse gas emissions
related to project energy use and optimize
the embodied carbon of products and
materials.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and optimizing embodied carbon minimizes the project contribution to climate change.
 By designing projects to use less material, use material efficiently, or specifying materials with lower embodied carbon project
teams can reduce the overall environmental impact of the project.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Establish baseline greenhouse gas emissions for the project’s energy use.
 Establish baseline net embodied carbon for the project.

DOCUMENTATION

 Estimate the lifecycle greenhouse gas emissions from the project’s energy use in tons of Carbon Dioxide equivalents (CO2e). For
the purposes of assessment, the service life of the building must be at least 60 years to fully account for maintenance and
replacement. A building energy model can be used as the basis of this estimate.
 Conduct a life-cycle assessment (LCA) of the project’s structure and enclosure global warming potential (greenhouse gases), in
CO2e. For the purposes of assessment, the service life of the building must be at least 60 years to fully account for maintenance
and replacement.
o The LCA must cover the complete building envelope and structural elements, including parking structures, as well as the
material components of footings and foundations, structural wall assembly (from cladding to interior finishes), structural
floors and ceilings (not including finishes), and roof assemblies.
o Exclude electrical and mechanical equipment and controls, plumbing fixtures, fire detection and alarm system fixtures,
elevators, and conveying systems. Exclude excavation and other site development (e.g., parking lots). Exclude additional
building elements, such as interior nonstructural walls or finishes.
o Use the ATHENA® Impact Estimator, http://www.athenasmi.org/our-software-data/impact-estimator/ for the LCA. This
tool can import a bill of materials from a CAD system.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 While this criterion establishes baseline performance for the project’s energy use, design teams may use the analysis to:
o Optimize the energy efficiency of systems
o Evaluate the environmental benefits of on-site renewable energy
 Consider the value of project carbon offsets
 While this criterion establishes baseline performance for embodied carbon, design teams may use the LCA model to:
o Evaluate the environmental consequences of different materials, e.g., concrete versus steel.
o Compare the environmental consequences of building footprint and shape
o Evaluate different structural system types, such as load-bearing walls versus columns
o Define the selection of building products and assemblies
o Optimize structural system design (e.g., column spacing, slab depth)
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EWM-1: IMPROVED ENERGY PERFORMANCE
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Design energy efficient facilities that
optimize energy use via industry best
practices and systems to reduce
environmental impacts.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Reduce costs associated with energy consumption.
 Reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of SAAS facilities.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Design the project to achieve at least 30% energy consumption reduction from the ASHRAE 90.1 baseline.
 If a 30% reduction is not life cycle cost effective, modify the design to achieve the highest level of energy efficiency that is life
cycle cost effective, which shall be no less than 5% energy consumption reduction from the ASHRAE 90.1 baseline.

DOCUMENTATION

 Determine energy consumption levels for both the ASHRAE Baseline Building and proposed building alternatives by using the
Performance Rating Method found in Appendix G of ASHRAE 90.1.
 Include all energy consumption and costs within and associated with the building project.
 Submit energy modeling inputs and outputs as part of design deliverables.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Utilize ENERGY STAR® Target Finder, if applicable, to establish an energy performance goal.
 Achieve ENERGY STAR® certification for the project if applicable. Target certification within the 80th percentile.
 Design buildings and site systems to comply with ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1-2013, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise
Residential Buildings. Utilize concepts in the ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide where feasible to improve building
performance.
 Overall Building Envelope:
o Prioritize energy conservation measures over renewable energy strategies (until such point that payback favors
renewables) to achieve long-term energy use reduction in the most cost-effective manner.
o Design the building envelope and systems to maximize energy performance.
o Design buildings and site systems to comply with the latest version of ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1, Energy Standard for
Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings. Utilize concepts in the ASHRAE Advanced Energy Design Guide where
feasible to improve building performance.
o Incorporate comprehensive energy specifications and design guidance into specifications and Requests for Proposals
(RFPs).
o Use a computer simulation model to assess design energy performance and identify cost effective energy use
optimization strategies.
o Provide opportunities for natural ventilation with building/structure orientation and operable windows in facilities that
are not noise sensitive, such as cargo buildings.
o Incorporate renewable energy technologies (solar, wind) in design to offset all or a portion of the remaining energy
usage after energy conservation measures have been implemented.
o Design a building automation system (BAS).
o Minimize air infiltration through all exterior openings including loading docks.
 Energy Conservation/Performance:
o Design for energy peak shaving units to offset higher demand periods and costs.
o Design fuel cell, cogeneration, trigeneration, or geothermal systems to meet facility energy needs.
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o
o
o

Incorporate an on-airport power generation system in the project design.
Incorporate an anaerobic digester in the project design.
Design project facilities to meet the requirements of ASHRAE/IESNA 189.1, Standard for the Design of HighPerformance, Green Buildings or the International Green Construction Code to further improve project energy
performance.
o Design facilities to comply with the Advanced Buildings Core Performance Guide, where applicable.
o Integrate high-performance chillers with thermal ice storage to reduce electrical demand use and costs during the
cooling season.
o Perform payback analyses during the design phase which demonstrate that energy conservation measures have
reasonable payback periods associated with them and allow for increased project capital costs with the knowledge that
both energy and operating costs will be saved long term.
 HVAC/Mechanical Systems:
o Specify energy efficiency requirements for equipment in contract agreements.
o Specify premium efficiency motors for all air and water moving machines.
o Exceed ASHRAE 90.1 efficiency requirements for major HVAC equipment including refrigeration equipment.
o Design HVAC systems to provide ventilation air directly to spaces, reducing the overall quantity of ventilation air
required for a given system.
o Include advanced HVAC equipment and control strategies on both air- and water-cooled systems to reduce energy
consumption. Strategies include economizers, energy recovery systems, room temperature setpoint setbacks, Variable
Refrigerant Systems, and water and air supply temperature reset schedules.
o In large projects with central cooling plants, provide for optimization routines that examine the energy usage of all
associated components in real time and adjust accordingly.
o Specify integrated occupancy sensors with HVAC operation.
o Specify an indirect evaporative and/or evaporative condensing direct expansion (DX) HVAC system instead of chilled
water plant system.
o Specify direct-drive equipment instead of belt- or gear-driven HVAC equipment.
o Provide building automation systems (BAS) for all projects to facilitate the monitoring of energy related processes.
 Lighting/Electrical:
o Incorporate energy efficient lighting systems, including LED and fluorescent lighting. Require individual control devices
including occupancy sensors or timers to reduce lighting energy consumption.
o Specify lighting controls that dim or shut off lights in areas where daylighting is prevalent to maximize the use of
daylighting. In single story buildings or at the roof level, incorporate skylights and/or light tubes to increase natural light
and reduce artificial light.
o Incorporate large electrical cables (larger than required by the National Electric Code) into design to decrease the cable
resistance and reduce energy loss during transmission.
o Specify solar-powered signage or equipment, where feasible.
o Specify occupancy sensors where practical to turn off lighting during unoccupied periods. Provide lighting control
system that links lighting to flight schedules and occupancy. Provide occupancy sensors, either infrared (heat detection),
ultrasonic (movement detection), or a combination of both, to control lighting in areas that are intermittently occupied
(e.g., rest rooms, storage areas, stairwells).
o Specify energy efficient temporary lighting during construction.
o Provide task lighting in office areas and design overhead lighting to reduced levels.
o Specify use of Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) motors to control the rotational speed of an alternating current (AC)
electric motor
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EWM-2: MINIMIZE SOLAR HEAT GAIN
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Reduce heat islands (thermal gradient
differences between developed and
undeveloped areas) to minimize impact on
microclimate and human and wildlife
habitat

Phase

D

BENEFITS

Reduce energy use required to condition interior spaces.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Meet the following criterion, referring to the High Reflectance Roof and Nonroof Measures detailed in Sustainable Design Strategies
below:

(Area of Nonroof Measures / 0.5) + (Area of High Reflectance Roof / 0.75) + Area of Vegetated Roof / 0.75) ≥ Total Site Paving Area +
Total Roof Area

DOCUMENTATION

Document incorporation of High Reflectance Roof and Non-Roof Sustainable Design Strategies to achieve the performance target.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 High Reflectance Roof
o Provide shade with architectural devices or structures. If the device or structure is a roof, it shall have an aged SR value
of at least 0.28 as measured in accordance with ANSI/CRRC S100.
o Evaluate and utilize an ENERGY STAR compliant roofing system, such as aluminum coating and light-colored coatings.
Thermoplastic and white PVC roofing systems meet these standards.
 Non-Roof Measures:
o Maximize light colored/high albedo pavement, such as portland cement concrete, for roadways, parking lots, sidewalks
and plaza areas. Reflectance must be a minimum of 0.3. [‘White’ portland cement – 0.7 to 0.8, typical portland cement –
0.35 to 0.5, typical asphalt pavement – 0.05 (new) to 0.15 (over 5 years)].
o Use the existing plant material or install plants that provide shade over paving areas on the site within 10 years of
planting. Install vegetated planters. Plants must be in place at the time of occupancy permit and cannot include artificial
turf.
o Provide shade with structures covered by energy generation systems, such as solar thermal collectors, photovoltaics,
and wind turbines.
o Provide shade with architectural devices or structures. If the device or structure is not a roof, or if aged solar reflectance
information is not available, it shall have at installation an initial SR of at least 0.33, as measured in accordance with
ANSI/CRRC S100.
o Provide open grid pavement for surface lots and site pavement (at least 50% unbound).
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EWM-3: DAYLIGHTING
Responsible Discipline
Electrical

Purpose
Reduce energy use through the
introduction of daylight into regularly
occupied areas.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Utilize natural light over artificial light sources to increase occupant comfort and reinforce circadian rhythms.
 Reduce costs associated with energy consumption.
 Reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of SAAS facilities.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Provide automatic (with manual override) glare-control devices for all regularly occupied spaces.
 Provide 25 foot-candles of daylight in 75% of spaces.
 If 25 foot-candles of daylight in 75% of spaces is not life cycle cost effective, or incompatible with airport operations
requirements, achieve the highest level of daylighting that is feasible.

DOCUMENTATION

 Demonstrate that the design achieves the performance target through one of the following methods:
o Use a calculation. Achieve a minimum glazing factor of 2% in a minimum of 75% of all regularly occupied areas.

Glazing Factor = Window Area (SF) / Floor Area (SF) × Window Geometry Factor × Actual Visual Transmittance / Minimum Visual
Transmittance × Window Height Factor
 Use computer simulation. Demonstrate 25 horizontal foot-candles under clear sky conditions, at noon, on the equinox, at 30
inches above the floor.
 Use records of indoor light measurements. Measurements must be taken on a 10-foot grid for all occupied spaces and must be
recorded on building floor plans. Measurements must be taken under clear sky conditions, at 30" above the floor, on or about
solar noon on the equinox.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Optimize architectural features for daylighting and glare control. Consider light shelves, ceiling design, window placement, and
window treatments.
 Design the building to maximize interior daylighting. Strategies to consider include building orientation, shallow floor plates,
increased building perimeter, and exterior and interior permanent shading devices.
 In single story buildings or at the roof level, incorporate skylights and/or light tubes to
 increase natural light and reduce artificial light.
 Specify daylight dimming controls to reduce daytime lighting requirements.
 Integrate daylight harvesting strategy with the Building Automation System (BAS) and lighting control system.
 Specify spectrally selective glazing to maximize daylight while minimizing heat gain.
 Specify glazing films and/or coatings to minimize solar heat gain and air conditioning loss, maximize visible light transmittance
and penetration, reduce glare, increase privacy, protect installed materials from the sun's ultraviolet rays, and prevent injury and
damage from broken glass.
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EWM-4: ALTERNATIVE AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
Responsible Discipline
Electrical

Purpose
Increase the supply of on-site alternative
and renewable energy technologies to
reduce energy costs, dependency on fossil
fuels, and the environmental impacts
associated with fossil fuel energy use

Phase

D

BENEFITS






Design and construct more environmentally responsible and energy efficient facilities using industry best practices and systems.
Pursue strategies to reduce petroleum fuel use.
Promote the use of renewable energy sources over traditional energy sources.
Reduce the life cycle cost of power supply.
Increase power system resilience.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Provide on-site alternative or renewable energy for all projects.
 Meet at least 30% of the annual domestic hot water requirement through the installation of solar domestic hot water heating
(SDHW) where LCCE and considering compatibility with airport operations.

DOCUMENTATION

 Design the project to meet the International Green Construction Code (IgCC) 701.4.1.1 (7.4.1.1) where life cycle cost effective
(LCCE) and considering compatibility with airport operations.
 Centralized alternative or renewable energy development may be utilized in lieu of a project specific application if the project can
demonstrate that the centralized system provides an annual energy production equivalent to that required by the performance
target(s), the development is owned by SAAS, or SAAS has at least a 10-year contract with the energy provider and SAAS retains
all environmental benefits from the alternative or renewable energy.
 FAA requires early planning coordination for structures and assessment of glare from solar panels. For structure assessment,
complete FAA Form 7460. Glare assessments are covered under FAA interim policy, FAA Review of Solar Energy System Projects
on Federally Obligated Airports. This interim policy requires use of the Solar Glare Hazard Analysis Tool (SGHAT). As applicable,
provide both FAA Form 7460 and SGHAT report.

EXEMPTIONS

 The alternative or renewable energy Performance Target may be exempt if not life cycle cost effective or incompatible with
airport operations with supporting documentation.
 The SDHW Performance Target may be exempt if not life cycle cost effective or incompatible with airport operations with
supporting documentation.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Assess projects for renewable energy feasibility and life cycle cost to determine the optimal size, type, location, and the cost of
installing and operating a renewable energy system.
o Incorporate solar photovoltaic (PV) panels and/or solar-thermal powered water heaters into design (buildings and/or
ground level).
o Incorporate solar PV panels into facility design. Consider roof structural system/support, hurricane tolerance, wildlife
attractant potential, and FAA guidance for solar installations at airports.
o Solar thermal storage systems (e.g., solar Trombe walls) in facility design to provide passive solar heating.
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Solar trash compactors along curb fronts and in remote areas.
Solar-powered roadway signage and parking lot lighting.
Solar-powered obstruction and barricade lighting.
Solar-powered water heating.
Geothermal heating and cooling systems.
Wind turbine power generation as a component of facility design.
Sewer heat recovery systems.
The use of fuel cells, biofuels, cogeneration, and geothermal energy technologies to reduce on-site fossil fuel
consumption.
 In instances where renewable energy systems are not feasible, determine the energy needs of the building and investigate
opportunities to engage in a contract for Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) and or Carbon Offsets.
o RECs must be Green-e Energy certified or the equivalent. Direct or local green power may be available through CPS
Energy; contact CPS to understand their offerings.
o Green power and RECs can be used only toward the electric energy use portion of the project’s annual energy use. They
cannot be applied toward nonelectric energy uses.
o Carbon offsets must be Green-e climate certified or the equivalent. Unlike RECs and purchased green power, carbon
offsets can be used toward both electric and nonelectric energy use.
 Explore opportunities to enter a public-private partnership to construct and operate a renewable energy system.
 Investigate energy tax credits, rebates, and grants by local utilities or federal, state, or local agencies.
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EWM-5: ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
Responsible Discipline
Electrical

Purpose
Reduce pollution by promoting alternatives
to conventionally fueled automobiles.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and air pollutant emissions.
 Pursue strategies to reduce petroleum fuel use.
 Reduce the cost of future electric vehicle charging infrastructure.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Install electrical vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) in 2% of all parking spaces created by the project, OR
 Make 6% of parking spaces or at least 6 spaces, whichever is greater, EV Ready.
o EV Ready means installation of listed raceway capable of accommodating a 208/240-volt dedicated branch circuit. The
raceway shall not be less than trade size 1 (nominal 1-inch inside diameter). The raceway shall originate at the main
service or subpanel and shall terminate into a listed cabinet, box or enclosure near the proposed location of the EV
space. The service panel and/or subpanel shall provide capacity to install a 40-ampere minimum dedicated branch
circuit and space(s) reserved to permit installation of a branch circuit overcurrent protective device.

DOCUMENTATION

 Clearly identify and reserve spaces for the sole use by plug-in electric vehicles. EVSE parking spaces must be provided in addition
to preferred parking spaces for green vehicles.
 Provide a Level 2 charging capacity (208 – 240 volts) or greater.
 Comply with the relevant regional or local standard for electrical connectors, such as SAE Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice
J1772 and SAE Electric Vehicle Conductive Charge Coupler.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to projects without parking within the associated grounds.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Consider selecting EVSE that is networked or internet addressable and be capable of participating in a demand-response
program or time-of-use pricing to encourage off-peak charging.
 Consider legal, technical, and safety issues associated with EVSE.
 Learn about the safety and maintenance issues associated with alternative fuels. Building personnel need to be trained to operate
and maintain the fueling stations.
 Review local codes and standards for fueling facilities to determine whether other requirements must be met.
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EWM-6: METERING AND VERIFICATION
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical
Electrical

Purpose
Ensure accountability for and optimization
of energy and water consumption.

Phase

D

BENEFITS





Ensure that building systems operate as intended in terms of energy and water use performance.
Reduce costs associated with energy and water consumption.
Assist maintenance personnel in the diagnosis and correction of energy and water system inefficiencies.
Promote the involvement of facilities personnel in the overall goal of reducing water consumption.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Install a permanent energy meter or meters that measure total energy use for the building and associated grounds.
o Install permanent energy meters for major systems, including but not limited to: HVAC equipment, lighting systems,
data centers, and other building-related process energy systems and equipment (including cooking), as applicable.
 Install a permanent water meter or meters that measure the total potable water use for the building and associated grounds.
o Meter public water supply, on-site well supply and/or on-site potable water treatment systems.
 Meter data must be able to be compiled into monthly and annual summaries

DOCUMENTATION

 Document all end uses of energy in the project building and on the grounds, including consumption from plug loads, lighting
systems and controls, constant and variable motor loads, HVAC equipment, building-related process energy systems and
equipment (including cooking), and domestic hot water equipment.
 Document all end uses of potable water in the project building and on the grounds, including consumption from plumbing
fixtures, cooling towers, evaporative condensers, laundering, dishwashing, indoor and outdoor water features, irrigation, et
cetera.
 Where meters are provided by a utility, identify the location where the meter will be located and document how the meter can be
accessed and how it will be read.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Develop Energy Measurement & Verification (M&V) Plan incorporating all energy and water end uses.
 Include data collection requirements in M&V Plan to facilitate the collection and trending analysis of operational data to evaluate
systems/equipment that are not operating at peak efficiency.
 Specify a meter with automatic data logging or install an automatic data logging submeter on utility-supplied meters with
communications capabilities to facilitate collection and trending analysis.
 Install permanent water meters for major water subsystems, as applicable to the project, including, but not limited to plumbing
fixtures, domestic hot water, boilers, irrigation, reclaimed water, and process water, such as cooling towers, evaporative
condensers, laundering, dishwashing.
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EWM-7: SYSTEMS COMMISSIONING
Responsible Discipline
Commissioning Authority (CxA)

Purpose
Verify that fundamental building elements
and systems are designed, installed, and
calibrated to operate as intended and
according to owner requirements.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS





Design and construct more environmentally responsible and energy efficient facilities using industry best practices and systems.
Ensure that building systems operate as intended from the date of completion.
Reduce costs associated with energy consumption and maintenance.
Improve equipment life by ensuring systems operate as designed.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Complete the commissioning process activities specified in Documentation below for mechanical, electrical, plumbing, building envelope
and renewable energy systems and assemblies, as applicable in accordance with ASHRAE Guidance 0-2005 and ASHRAE Guideline 1.12007 for HVAC&R systems, as they relate to energy, water, indoor environmental quality and durability.

DOCUMENTATION

 The CxA must complete the following as part of a documented project commissioning plan:
o Review OPR, BOD, and project design.
o Complete a commissioning plan for all major mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems, as well as building
envelope, lighting, and other project-specific minor systems.
o Confirm incorporation of commissioning requirements into construction documents.
o Develop construction checklists.
o Develop system test procedures.
o Verify system test execution.
o Maintain an issues and benefits log throughout the commissioning process.
o Prepare a final commissioning report.
o Document all findings and recommendations and report directly to the owner throughout the process.
o Review contractor submittals.
o Verify inclusion of systems manual requirements in construction documents.
o Verify inclusion of operator and occupant training requirements in construction documents.
o Verify systems manual updates and delivery.
o Verify operator and occupant training delivery and effectiveness.
o Verify seasonal testing.
o Review building operations 10 months after substantial completion.
o Develop an ongoing commissioning plan.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Develop process for future documentation of conformance with commissioning plan as part of project close-out, including
submittal of a commissioning report.
 Specify successful commissioning prior to facility occupancy.
 Specify manufacturer documentation/guarantee of installations, projected results, and in-situ performance criteria to compare to
standard performance results as part of systems Commissioning.
 Develop project-specific operations and maintenance (O&M) checklists.
 Specify provision of project-specific building systems training to the Facilities Maintenance Department.
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 Specify delivery of a single manual that contains the information required for future re-commissioning systems to the Facilities
Maintenance Department.
 Specify delivery of a comprehensive operation manual for all commissioned systems to the Facilities Maintenance Department to
allow optimal facility operation and adjustment.
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EWM-8: WATER USE REDUCTION
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Maximize water efficiency of buildings and
their exteriors.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Conserve water for ecosystem functions
 Reduce costs associated with energy consumption.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 For Indoor Water:
o Reduce potable water use by at least 30% or more compared to a baseline case.
o If a 30% reduction is not life cycle cost effective, modify the design to achieve the highest level of water efficiency that is
life cycle cost effective, which shall be no less than 20% water use reduction compared to a baseline case.
o All newly installed toilets, urinals, private lavatory faucets, and showerheads that are eligible for labeling must be
WaterSense labeled.
 For Outdoor Water:
o Design landscaping with native and drought tolerant species that require no potable or groundwater usage.
o If an irrigation system is required by airport operations, reduce potable water consumption by 50% from a calculated
mid-summer base case. Reductions can be attributed to drought-tolerant plant species, irrigation efficiency, use of
captured rainwater, or recycled wastewater.

DOCUMENTATION

 Indoor Water:
o Provide drawings/specifications showing use of high efficiency flush and flow fixtures and other water-saving
technologies
o Provide calculations showing projected water use compared to baseline. Base calculations on the volumes and flow
rates in the table below.
Fixture or fitting
Toilet
Urinal
Public restroom faucet
Private restroom faucet
Kitchen faucet
Showerhead

Baseline (IP units)
1.6 gpf
1.0 gpf
0.5 gpm at 60 psi
2.2 gpm at 60 psi
2.2 gpm at 60 psi
2.5 gpm at 80 psi
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o

Document installation of appliances, equipment, and processes within the project scope that meet the requirements
listed in the tables below.
Appliance / Process
Residential Clothes washers
Commercial clothes washers
Residential dishwashers
Prerinse spray valves
Ice machines

Requirement
ENERGY STAR performance or equivalent
CEE Tier 3A
ENERGY STAR performance or equivalent
≤ 1.3 gpm
ENERGY STAR or performance equivalent and use
either air-cooled or closed-loop cooling, such as
chilled or condenser water system

Heat rejection and cooling

No once-through cooling with potable water for any
equipment or appliances that reject heat
Equip with makeup water meters, conductivity
controllers and overflow alarms, and efficient drift
eliminators that reduce drift to maximum of 0.002%
of recirculated water volume for counterflow towers
and 0.005% of recirculated water flow for crossflow
towers

Cooling towers and evaporative condensers

 Outdoor Water
o Provide landscape plan showing use of drought tolerant species.
o If irrigation is required, complete the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) WaterSense Water Budget Tool to
demonstrate a 50% reduction in potable water use.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES














Specify high-efficiency fixtures and valves.
Specify motion sensors and water-conserving aerators on faucets.
Specify waterless or water-efficient urinals, dual-flush toilets, and/or pressure-assisted toilets.
Design a non-potable water system (e.g., graywater) for toilet/urinal flushing in new construction, recognizing storage
limitations.
Design a non-potable water (e.g., reclaimed, rainwater) for cooling tower makeup; and/or capture condensate for use in cooling
tower; and/or use pulsed-power electromagnetic water treatment, ultraviolet treatment, or ozone treatment for the cooling tower
water.
Evaluate the use of non-potable water (e.g., reclaimed, graywater, or rainwater harvesting) to meet construction water needs.
Specify non-potable water for all vehicle and equipment washing.
Specify drought-tolerant, vegetation in landscape design. If plants require irrigation during initial establishment period,
temporary irrigation systems should be removed once plants are established.
If reclaimed water is used for irrigation, consider sourcing from building systems, such as greywater.
For projects in locations of low visibility, require the establishment and maintenance of landscaping without the use of
supplemental irrigation.
Design buildings to collect and reuse stormwater for landscape irrigation through the integration of green infrastructure (GI)
solutions such as: rainwater harvesting, cisterns, rain gardens, etc.
If irrigation systems are used, incorporate soil moisture monitoring and/or weather monitoring and smart controls.
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EWM-9: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
Responsible Discipline
Civil

Purpose
Minimize the impact on stormwater runoff
quantity, rate, and quality while controlling
soil erosion and waterway sedimentation.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Reduce stormwater flow.
 Reduce waterway sedimentation and impact to stormwater infrastructure.
 Improve stormwater runoff quality.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Develop an Erosion and Sediment Control Plan/SWP3 in accordance with the CGP and/or local erosion and sedimentation control
standards, whichever is more stringent. The Erosion and Sediment Control Plan/SWP3 should include a plan for dust and
particulate matter, strategies for reduction of the construction footprint, soil erosion waterway sedimentation, and requirements.
 In a manner best replicating natural site hydrology processes, manage on-site runoff from the developed site for the 95th
percentile of regional or local rainfall events utilizing low-impact development (LID) and/or green infrastructure.

DOCUMENTATION

 Use daily rainfall data and the methodology in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Technical Guidance on
Implementing the Stormwater Runoff Requirements for Federal Projects under Section 438 of the Energy Independence and
Security Act to determine the 95th percentile amount.
 Submit a Construction General Permit (CGP) Notice of Intent (NOI) and Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWP3) to the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) in accordance with TXR150000.
 Submit copies of both the CGP and the SWP3 to the SAAS Environmental Stewardship Department (ESD).
o Include BMPs outlined in the SAT SWP3 into the project specific CGP.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Implement strategies to replicate the natural hydrology and water balance of the site, based on historical conditions.
 Design landscaping, rain gardens, and bio-retention areas to reduce runoff.
 Evaluate the potential use of curb breaks, drainage ditches, and/or bioswales to encourage ground infiltration of stormwater
runoff.
 Incorporate non-wildlife attracting vegetated green roof systems to intercept and treat rainwater.
 Design buildings and facilities to collect and reuse stormwater (e.g., building-integrated rainwater harvesting, rainwater cisterns,
collection of water used during airport rescue and firefighting training exercises) and reuse stormwater for non-potable uses
(e.g., toilet and urinal flushing, machine/vehicle washing, custodial uses, and landscape irrigation in areas not served by
reclaimed water) to the extent allowed by the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974.
 Design for harvesting of stormwater for irrigation and use in buildings.
 Incorporate bio-filtration into stormwater detention for stormwater quality treatment.
 Design onsite detention basins, ditches, ditch checks and other BMPs to accommodate first flush treatment.
 Specify the use of pervious and/or porous pavement and permeable pavers (e.g., pedestrian areas, roadways, shoulders, nontraffic pavements, maintenance roads, utility yards, and surface parking).
 Develop an inventory of topsoil for potential re-use.
 Prepare a construction dust control plan covering construction activities, site, and material transport (minimize fugitive dust
through tarping, spraying, roadway sweeping, or other measures). Consider environmental factors such as seasonal weather
patterns (dry vs. wet season) in developing plan.
 Employ temporary and permanent soil stabilization techniques, such as hydroseeding, biodegradable rolled mats, lime, soil
binders, and mulching.
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 Specify the use of non-potable water (e.g., stormwater, reclaimed, or graywater) to provide dust control.
 Incorporate temporary or permanent structural practices that may include earth dikes, drainage swales, temporary stream
crossings, pipe slope drains, silt fences, storm drain inlet protection, sediment traps, sediment basins, outlet protection, energy
dissipation assemblies, and check dams.
 Specify that vegetation, were possible, is composted for re-use.
 Minimize the size and duration of disturbed construction areas at any one time.
 Control/minimize wind driven movement of sediments and dust using barriers such as fences, hay bales, and crate walls.
 Specify rock or other stabilizing materials on designated haul routes and restrict vehicle and equipment movements to the use of
the designated routes.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
MM-1: SOURCING OF RAW MATERIALS AND FURNITURE
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Encourage the use of products and
materials that have been extracted or
sourced in an environmentally,
economically, and socially responsible
manner.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Reduced environmental footprint of projects.
 Reduced material life cycle impacts.
 Reduced raw material usage.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Use products that meet at least one of the responsible extraction criteria below for at least 25%, by cost, of the total value of
permanently installed building products on the project.
o Extended producer responsibility: Products purchased from a manufacturer that participates in an extended producer
responsibility program or is directly responsible for extended producer responsibility.
o Bio-based materials: Products meet the Sustainable Agriculture Network’s Sustainable Agriculture Standard. Bio-based
raw materials must be tested using ASTM Test Method D6866 and be legally harvested, as defined by the exporting and
receiving country. Exclude hide products (e.g., leather and other animal skins material).
o Wood products: Products must be certified by the Forest Stewardship Council.
o Materials reuse: Reuse includes salvaged, refurbished, or reused products.
o Recycled content: Recycled content is the sum of postconsumer recycled content plus one-half the preconsumer
content, based on cost.
o Local / Regional Materials: Products that are sourced within 500 miles of the project site.
 For furniture:
o 40% of the total purchases of furniture by cost meet one of the following criteria:
o At least 10% post-consumer or 20% pre-consumer material
o At least 70% material salvaged from off-site sources or outside the airport boundary
o At least 70% material salvaged from on-site sources, such as an equipment reuse program or internal reorganization
o At least 50% rapidly renewable material
o At least 50% FSC-certified wood
o At least 50% material harvested and processed or extracted and processed within 500 miles of the project

DOCUMENTATION

 Submit calculations of products used that meet the criteria in the performance target.
 Submit documentation of product claims that meet criteria in the performance target.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Purchase products that are certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) or Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI). Building
components include, at a minimum, framing, flooring, sub-flooring, wood doors, and finishes.
 Identify material suppliers early in the project to demonstrate ability to achieve the project goal, or document barriers to the
achievement of the goal.
 Specify the use of rapidly renewable (a mature growing cycle of seven years of less) building materials and products made from
plants that are typically harvested within a ten-year or shorter cycle, including cork, bamboo, natural rubber, wheat, cotton,
straw, or linseed.
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 Document consideration of rapidly renewable materials such as straw board or “agriboard,” bamboo, cork, wool carpets and
fabrics, cotton-batt insulation, linoleum flooring, sunflower seed board, wheat grass or straw board cabinetry.
 Identify material suppliers early in the project to demonstrate ability to achieve the project goal, or document barriers to the
achievement of the goal.
 Specify the use of recycled content building materials and products (e.g., aggregate in cast in place concrete, fly-ash in cast in
place concrete, aggregate in pre-cast concrete including site work and infrastructure piping, fly-ash in pre-cast concrete including
site work and infrastructure piping, bituminous concrete pavement, unit pavers, steel reinforcement, structural steel,
miscellaneous steel, steel fencing and furnishings, unit masonry, ductile iron pipe, aluminum products, steel doors and frames,
aluminum doors and windows, plaster, terrazzo, acoustical ceilings, drywall, finish flooring including carpet, tiles, resilient flooring
and terrazzo, toilet compartments, and special finishes).
 Re-use, repair, and/or refurbish existing furniture.
 Specify furniture materials and products that are recycled, rapidly renewable, local/regional, low-emitting (i.e., contain no/low
volatile organic compounds), contain wood materials that are certified (e.g., Forest Stewardship Council [FSC]) or low-emitting
(e.g., no added urea-formaldehyde) and/or are salvaged.
 Specify furniture systems that are GreenGuard certified.
 Specify furniture that contains specific minimum (e.g., 10%) post-consumer recycled content or locally sourced materials.
 Specify furniture that contains specific minimum certified wood materials (e.g., 50% FSC-certified wood) or rapidly renewable
materials (e.g., 25%).
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
MM-2: LOW-EMITTING MATERIALS
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Reduce the quantity of indoor air
contaminants that are odorous, potentially
irritating, and/or harmful to the health,
comfort and wellbeing of contractors and
occupants.

Phase

D,C

BENEFITS

 Promote sustainable procurement.
 Enhance health and safety.
 Reduce the amount of harmful chemicals released indoors during manufacturing, installation and use of the product.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Specify materials and products with low or no pollutant emissions, including composite wood products, adhesives, sealants, interior paints
and finishes, carpet systems, and furnishings.

DOCUMENTATION

Submit documentation of product claims that meet criteria in IgCC 801.4.2 (8.4.2) Materials.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Clearly specify requirements for product testing and/or certification in the construction documents. Select products that are either
certified under the Green Label Plus program or for which testing has been done by qualified independent laboratories in
accordance with the appropriate requirements.
 The Green Label Plus program for carpets and its associated VOC emission criteria in micrograms per square meter per hour,
along with information on testing method and sample collection developed by the Carpet & Rug Institute (CRI) in coordination
with California’s Sustainable Building Task Force and the California Department of Health Services (DHS), are described in Section
9, Acceptable Emissions Testing for Carpet, DHS Standard Practice CA/DHS/EHLB/R-174, dated 07/15/04. This document is
published as Section 01350 Section 9 [dated 2004] by the Collaborative for High Performance Schools
[http://www.chps.net/dev/Drupal/node]).
 FloorScore® is a voluntary, independent certification program that tests and certifies hard surface flooring and associated
products for compliance with criteria adopted in California for indoor air emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) with
potential health effects. The program uses a small-scale chamber test protocol and incorporates VOC emissions criteria
developed by the California Department of Health Services, which are widely known as Section 1350.
 Specify low-VOC adhesives and sealants that comply with the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule
#1168.
 Specify low-VOC field applied paints and coating coatings that comply with Green Seal Standards GS-11 and GC-3 and SCAQMD
Rule #1113.
 Specify furniture systems and furnishings that are GreenGuard certified.
 Specify wood and agrifiber products with no added urea-formaldehyde resins.
 Specify products with no-VOC content wherever feasible.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
MM-3: STORAGE AND COLLECTION OF RECYCLABLES
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Facilitate the reduction of waste generated
by building occupants that is hauled to and
disposed of in landfills.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Reduce, reuse and recycle solid waste disposed at SAAS.
 Support growth of an SAAS-wide recycling program.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Provide an easily accessible or dedicated area that serves the entire building for the collection and storage of materials for recycling,
including at a minimum:
 Paper
 Corrugated cardboard
 Glass
 Plastics
 Metals

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide drawings detailing location of recycling collection and storage areas.
 Develop a material collection and recycling plan for the facility when operational that includes procedures for waste disposal,
expected waste streams, and potential recycling facility locations.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Designate areas for recycling in a convenient area.
 Identify local waste haulers and buyers of plastics, glass, office paper, e-waste, newspaper, cardboard, metals, fluids, fixtures, and
organic wastes.
 Instruct occupants, employees, contractors and tenants on the recycling procedures.
 Consider employing cardboard balers, aluminum can crushers, recycling chutes, and other waste strategies to further enhance
the recycling program.
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MM-4: CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT
Responsible Discipline
Construction Contractor

Purpose
Divert construction and demolition (C&D)
debris from disposal in landfills and
incineration facilities.

Phase

C

BENEFITS

 Reduced material costs.
 Redirect recycled resources back to the manufacturing process.
 Reduced environmental footprint of projects.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Develop a Construction Waste Management plan.
 Divert a minimum of 50% of all construction and demolition waste, including excavated soil and land-clearing debris.

DOCUMENTATION

 The Construction Waste Management Plan must include, at a minimum:
o Expected material streams
o Expected sorting location
 Submit monthly construction waste management tracking forms to the Environmental Stewardship Department provided by the
Contractor during construction.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Identify the waste from one project that is a potential resource for another project such as concrete, asphalt, land clearing debris,
small ancillary buildings or structures, and building components.
 Reuse aggregate from on-airport sources.
 Specify on-site concrete crushing operations to maximize reuse opportunities without requiring transport off-airport. Use
portable concrete/asphalt crushers or operate concrete crushing/recycling plants on-site to facilitate reuse of materials in other
construction projects.
 Specify documentation of construction waste management performance relative to construction waste management plan
monthly and with aggregate quantities to be provided at project close-out with consequences for non-compliance or inability to
demonstrate compliance.
 Include in all contract documents the minimum quantities of excess materials that will be accepted for return by the vendor and
the required conditions of such material.
 Establish a process to track recycling efforts throughout the construction process in a way that identifies progress toward set
goals and identifies resources generated for upcoming tasks/projects.
 Specify documentation of subcontractor materials practices for refused or rejected material, including concrete loads. Specify
requirements and processes for recycling of such materials.
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HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SECURITY
HSS-1: THERMAL COMFORT
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Provide a thermally comfortable
environment that supports the productivity
and well-being of building occupants.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Maximize the number of building occupants that find the environment suitable.
 Enhance passengers’ experience
 Promote employee productivity via a comfortable indoor workspace.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Design heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems and the building envelope to meet the requirements of ASHRAE
Standard 55–2010, Thermal Comfort Conditions for Human Occupancy, with errata or a local equivalent.
 Provide individual temperature controls for 50% of building occupants in non-public spaces.
 Provide group thermal comfort controls for all shared multi-occupant spaces not accessible to the public. Thermal comfort
controls allow occupants, whether in individual spaces or shared multi-occupant spaces, to adjust at least one of the following in
their local environment: air temperature, radiant temperature, air speed, and humidity.

DOCUMENTATION

 Submit calculations associated with ASHRAE Standard 55-2010 with the design documents.
 Implement a thermal comfort survey of building occupants within a period of six to 18 months after occupancy. This survey
should collect anonymous responses about thermal comfort in the building including an assessment of overall satisfaction with
thermal performance and identification of thermal comfort-related problems.
 Agree to develop a plan for corrective action if the survey results indicate that more than 20% of occupants are dissatisfied with
thermal comfort in the building. This plan should include measurement of relevant environmental variables in problem areas in
accordance with ASHRAE Standard 55-2004.

EXEMPTIONS

 This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.
 Terminal circulation, restrooms, concession, hold room and other passenger-accessible spaces are not required to provide
thermal comfort controls accessible to passengers.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Provide air circulation or natural ventilation to increase air movement in cargo spaces and other large, open plan facilities.
 Provide dehumidification in HVAC systems serving office and terminal areas.
 Specify a temperature and humidity monitoring system that provides operators with control over thermal comfort performance
and humidification and/or dehumidification systems.
 Provide controls for individuals in office spaces for airflow, temperature, and lighting of the occupied space, and for the
occupants in non-perimeter, regularly occupied areas.
 Design buildings with operable windows in appropriate areas (consider security issues, noise-sensitivity of activities within
building).
 Incorporate under floor air distribution systems with individual diffusers (controllable outlets) in office areas.
 Integrate micro switches of operable windows with HVAC operation.
 Specify direct digital control systems for greater accuracy, flexibility, and operator interface compared to pneumatic systems.
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HEALTH, SAFETY, AND SECURITY
HSS-2: NOISE AND ACOUSTICAL QUALITY
Responsible Discipline
Mechanical

Purpose
Limit exposure to noise and vibration and
promote occupant health, well-being,
communications, and productivity through
effective acoustic design.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Avoid human health impacts related prolonged or excessive exposure to background noise and vibration. These may include
reduced cognitive performance, sleep disturbance, hearing impairment, depression, anxiety and high blood pressure.
 Avoid impacts of noise and vibration on natural ecosystems and species.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 HVAC Systems: Achieve maximum background noise levels from heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems per
2011 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Applications, Chapter 48, Table 1; AHRI Standard 885-2008, Table 15; or a local equivalent.
 Sound Transmission: Meet the composite sound transmission class (STCC) ratings or noise isolation class (NIC) listed in the table
below. For NIC measurements, use ASTM E336-17a or Annex A.3 of ANSI S12.60-2010.
STCc*
50
25
35
40
35
45
50
45
50
50
50
50
60

Adjacency Combinations
Retail
Retail
Collaborative/multi-use
Hallway, Stairway
Private
Hallway, Stairway
Confidential
Hallway/Stairway
Collaborative/multi-use
Collaborative/multi-use
Collaborative/multi-use
Private
Collaborative/multi-use
Confidential
Private
Private
Private
Confidential
Confidential
Confidential
Conference Room
Conference Room
Mechanical Room
Hallway, Stairway
Mechanical Room
Occupied Area

NIC*
45
20
30
35
30
40
45
40
45
45
45
45
55

*Minimum STCc or NIC must be met unless proven that the equipment noise in conjunction with the sound isolation performance of the
partitions and doors will not exceed the maximum background noise requirements of the adjacent space.
**If a sound masking system is implemented at a minimum level of 40 dBA, the STCc ratings or NIC values in the table above. may be
lowered by 5 points. This applies to all space types except mechanical equipment rooms. The sound masking system must be designed by
an acoustical professional and meet the following criteria:
 The overall level for sound masking must be set by an acoustical professional and must not exceed 48 dBA in open offices, libraries,
cafeterias, corridors/hallways, 45 dBA in enclosed offices, and 42 dBA in conference rooms, and wellness rooms. The combined level of
masking and HVAC background noise must not exceed these limits.
 The system design and commissioning must provide overall level uniformity of +/-1 dBA and one-third octave band uniformity of +/-2
dB from at least 100 to 5,000 Hz when tested according to ASTM E1573-18
 The sound masking spectrum must conform to the National Research Council of Canada COPE Optimum Masking Spectrum or an
alternate spectrum if specified by an acoustical engineer.
 Exterior sources: For high-noise sites (peak-hour Leq above 60 dBA), implement acoustic treatment and other measures to minimize
noise intrusion from exterior sources
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DOCUMENTATION

 Demonstrate compliance with design criteria for HVAC noise levels resulting from the sound transmission paths listed in 2015
ASHRAE Handbook—HVAC Applications, Chapter 48, Table 6; or a local equivalent.
 Document that interior occupied spaces meet composite sound transmission class (STCC) ratings or noise isolation class (NIC) as
above. Provide an inventory of qualifying spaces and their adjacency combinations, the required STCC/NIC rating for each, and
the measured STCC/NIC rating.
 Document that the project includes adequate noise mitigation measures sufficient to ensure the project will not result in a
noticeable increase to ambient exterior noise levels or provide measurements showing post-construction outdoor ambient noise
level is within 5% or pre-construction level.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

Use mechanical or other means to reduce HVAC noise per ASHRAE, ANSI, and/or IEC standards
Specify acoustical ceilings and floor coverings with appropriate noise reduction coefficients for noise sensitive spaces
Specify cubicle partitions of an appropriate height to provide a sound attenuation to occupants
Insulate wall cavities for noise sensitive spaces
Establish a baseline ambient noise level for the project site and develop an acceptable target noise level for the completed facility
to guide design decisions
 Use siting strategies and/or structural controls to minimize noise and vibrations from surrounding areas
 Consider project impact on exterior noise levels related to activities such as vehicular or freight traffic
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HSS-3: LIGHT POLLUTION REDUCTION
Responsible Discipline
Electrical

Purpose
Minimize nocturnal light pollution by
reducing glare, light trespass and skyglow
to avoid unwanted impacts to ecosystems
and human health, preserve dark skies,
and conserve energy

Phase

D

BENEFITS





Reduce harm to species and the natural environment
Promote human health and opportunities to enjoy a natural environment
Reduce costs associated with energy consumption.
Reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of SAAS facilities.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Demonstrate compliance with the Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) IES TM-15-111 “BUG” (Backlight, Uplight, and Glare) requirements for
all exterior light fixtures.

DOCUMENTATION

 Demonstrate use of Lighting Zone (LZ) 3: Moderately High Ambient Lighting for all projects, unless use of another LZ is explicitly
justified in the design documents.
 Provide a list of fixtures with the location, LZ and BUG rating of each fixture to demonstrate that fixtures meet LZ requirements.
 For any fixtures which do not meet LZ requirements, provide a justification. Acceptable justifications for exclusion include safety
considerations, conflict with FAA regulations, or preemption by federal, state and local regulations. Specialized signal, directional
and marker lighting for transportation may be excluded, if it is controlled by a separate circuit from other non-excluded lighting.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Use computer modeling to evaluate design alternatives for site lighting.
 Balance safety requirements with avoidance of unnecessary lighting.
 Lighting should be designed to provide the following benefits: safety/security, environmental protection, energy efficiency, and
reduction of unnecessary lighting.
 Utilize optimized fixture lenses to provide desired light distribution with reduced fixture quantities.
 Consider intelligent exterior lighting that turns on as needed or adjusts light levels depending on ambient levels or detection of
motion.
 Utilize low angle spotlights and full cutoff luminaries for roadway and building lighting.
 Use occupancy sensor or building automation systems to turn of interior lighting when not needed.
 Consider using International Dark-sky Association (IDA) approved lighting fixtures.
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HSS-4: EXTERIOR VIEWS
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Incorporate exterior views into regularly
occupied indoor areas.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Provide building occupants a visual connection to the outdoor environment
 Enhance well-being and reduce anxiety of occupants by providing view of natural spaces

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Demonstrate 75% or more of all regularly occupied interior spaces include exterior views using transparent and unobstructed vision
glazing.

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide a list of regularly occupied interior spaces in the project. Regularly occupied spaces are those where one or more people
spend time working for at least one hour each day (i.e., offices and cubicles, but not breakrooms).
 For each regularly occupied space, indicate if it has an unobstructed exterior view. Provide justification/explanation for those that
do not.
 Calculate the percentage of all regularly occupied spaces that have unobstructed views. Show that the percentage is equal to or
greater than 75% of the total.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Orient building to optimize available restorative views, prioritizing views of natural features (i.e., flora, fauna or sky views). If
natural feature views are not feasible, prioritize attractive views of surrounding building facades, landscaping, airfields or
infrastructure.
 Locate regularly used spaces such as offices on outside walls and minimize the use of regularly occupied interior spaces that lack
vision glazing.
 Limit the heights of interior partitions to a maximum 42 inches to prevent obstructing views and daylighting.
 Use the California Energy Commission report “Windows and Offices: A Study of Office Worker Performance and the Indoor
Environment” to ensure views have a view factor of 3 or greater as defined in the report
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HSS-5: OCCUPANT WELLBEING AMENITIES
Responsible Discipline
Architectural

Purpose
Provide dedicated spaces for occupants to
improve well-being.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

 Enhance passengers’ experience
 Improve employee morale and productivity
 Reduce employee absenteeism

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

 Provide ADA accessible spaces/equipment dedicated to at least three of the following uses, considering compatibility with airport
operations. Spaces should be sized adequately or repeated frequently enough to allow use by all occupants:
o Exercise/fitness room(s)/center(s) that includes fitness equipment and access to showers and lockers
o Quiet room(s) for meditation, religious observance, or quiet time. Quiet room should have a lockable door and
occupancy signage to ensure privacy.
o Lactation room(s) that is private, lockable, and includes occupancy signage. Room should include seating, table, sink,
small refrigerator and electrical outlets. Follow National Institute of Health guidelines to determine the number of
lactation rooms needed per number of female occupants.
o Adjustable standing desks for occupants
o Water bottle filling stations

DOCUMENTATION

 Provide a brief narrative description of the spaces provided in the design documents.
 For major renovations, if compatibility with airport operations precludes compliance with this criterion, provide a brief narrative
detailing the incompatibilities and how the design incorporates occupant well-being amenities to the maximum extent feasible.

EXEMPTIONS

This criterion is not applicable to unoccupied buildings.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 If space allows, an Exercise Room should include, at a minimum, barbells or other small weights, a treadmill and/or stationary
bicycle, water fountain or water bottle filling station, lockers, and a shower room.
 Given the minimal space and no need for extra plumbing, storage space, etc., a Quiet Room set aside for employee
meditation/relaxation should be easily accommodated if there is an available spare room. A private room with a comfortable
chair or sofa is the minimum requirement.
 For Lactation Rooms, the space does not need to be a dedicated Lactation Room and can be used for other purposes as well. It is
recommended that, at a minimum, employers provide a safe and private space with a chair and a small table or shelf. An ideal
space would include an electrical outlet, a door that can be locked from the inside, a sink, and/or a refrigerator located near the
pumping space. Though not required, these additions can help shorten the break time because travel to another area to wash
hands, clean pump parts, and store milk is eliminated.
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HSS-6: DESIGN FOR ENHANCED RESILIENCE
Responsible Discipline

Architectural

Purpose
Design and construct buildings that can
resist reasonably expected natural disasters
and weather events exacerbated by climate
change (e.g., flooding, hurricanes / high
winds, tornadoes, drought, fire, extreme
heat, winter storms, etc.) by protecting
infrastructure and avoiding damage to
equipment or service interruption.

Phase

D

BENEFITS

Careful design can help avoid power outages during severe weather events (floods, heavy winds, hurricanes, and cyclones). Many airports
are “hardening” their systems by making the mission critical equipment less susceptible to damage. Designing with hardening strategies
during the initial stages of a project can help reduce future operational and damage costs.

PERFORMANCE TARGET(S)

Provide building design requirements responsive to reasonably expected natural disasters and weather events (e.g., flooding, hurricanes /
high winds, tornadoes, drought, fire, extreme heat, winter storms) exacerbated by climate change.

DOCUMENTATION

 Document design strategies that are responsive to any risk and resilience assessment completed by SAAS, including any SAAS
resilience goals and strategies.
 Document design strategies that protect all exposed major or critical equipment, including the following:
o Pad-mounted equipment along roadways, walkways, and bicycle paths
o Overhead conductors
o Pole-mounted equipment (e.g., transformers, reactive power compensation equipment)
o Transformers (indoor and outdoor)
o Switchgear (MV, LV)
o Back-up generators
o HVAC Equipment
o Centralized storage energy systems
 Provide site photos, narrative, drawings, specifications, or standards documenting the project’s preventive measures. List any
standards used to guide design and implementation.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN STRATEGIES

 Elevate the lowest occupied floor’s lowest horizontal structural member at least three feet above the FEMA-defined base flood
elevation.
 Locate critical equipment (e.g., switch gear, fuel storage, back-up generators, HVAC equipment, etc.) and infrastructure above the
500-year flood plain or 3 feet above the base flood elevation.
 Provide dry flood protection such as flood gates, walls, doors and/or inflatable barriers for infrastructure (e.g., switch gear, fuel
storage, back-up generators, HVAC equipment, etc.) than cannot be elevated to prevent water intrusion into vulnerable areas.
 Provide infrastructure for temporary generators.
 Design for an increased cooling load over time (i.e., adequate space in the mechanical room to install a larger system).
 Provide whole-building fan for night flushing with the capacity to power that fan with emergency backup power.
 Design for efficient cooling systems that incorporate such features as building-based renewable technologies, groundwater
cooling loop, or earth-tube cooling systems.
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 Allow for future flexibility in cooling systems by providing space for future electrical, water, ductwork, radiant cooling etc. to be
added as needed.
 Design systems for ties to renewable energy sources/district energy solutions
 Reduce landscape water requirements
 Reduce flush and flow water use
 Provide shaded external spaces adjacent to buildings for potential use during extreme heat events.
 Maximize open-grid pavement systems.
 Provide high-reflectivity paving materials, such as light concrete or white aggregate.
 Provide native or adapted planting to reduce micro temperatures and increase shading.
 Orient buildings and massing to self-shade in summer and extreme heat conditions.
 Provide high levels of insulation to minimize heat gains / minimize heat loss through building envelope
 Provide high levels of internal thermal mass and provisions for passive night-time flushing.
 Design for airtight construction and controlled ventilation and solar heat gain to limit external air flow when exterior hotter
conditions occur.
 Provide lower Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC) glass, particularly on east and west facades.
 Design enclosure systems with exterior shading devices to minimize solar heat gain during peak summer conditions.
 Provide high-reflectivity roofing materials meeting Cool Roof Rating Council standards.
 Provide indoor cooling stations that can run on emergency backup power.
 Demonstrate compliance with ICC’s 2012 International Wildland-Urban Code (IWUIC) or 2013 NFPA 114.
 Meet the FORTIFIED Commercial High Wind and Hail design requirements.
 Meet the FORTIFIED Commercial Hurricane design requirements.
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